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Abstract— Objective: This study aims to identify the impact of
using edge sites over center sites on a planar silicon
microelectrode array. Methods: We used custom-designed,
silicon-substrate multi-site microelectrode arrays with sites on the
center, edge, and tip. We compared their single unit recording
capability, noise level, impedance, and histology to identify the
differences between each site location. Wide and narrow devices
were used to evaluate if the differences are consistent and meets
theoretical expectations. Results: On the wide device, significantly
more number of edge sites were functional than center sites over
the course of 8 weeks with generally higher signal-to-noise
amplitude ratio (SNR). On the narrow device, edge sites also
performed generally better than center sites, but the differences
were not significant and smaller than wide devices. The data from
the tip sites were inconclusive. Conclusion: Edge sites
outperformed center sites in terms of single unit recording
capability. This benefit decreased as the device gets narrower and
the distance to center sites decreases. Significance: We showed
that a simple alteration to the site placement can greatly enhance
the functionality of silicon microelectrodes. This study promotes
assessing site architecture that can be an alternative way to
modulating substrates for lengthening the lifetime of neural
implants.
Index Terms— Biological tissue response, chronic neural
implant, impedance spectroscopy, planar silicon microelectrodes,
single unit recording

I. INTRODUCTION

I

NTRACORTICAL microelectrodes generally fail to record
or stimulate over a chronic implantation period (e.g., months
to years) [1-6]. Several failure modes exist [1], among which
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the biological failure has been extensively studied as all devices,
without exception, eventually lose their functionality in the
long-term. Although the abiotic failure is not to be neglected,
the biotic failure (i.e., biological tissue response) is a critical
contributor to the device failure. This is manifested by the
degradation of the number of single units and the
signal-to-noise amplitude ratio (SNR) of single units [2, 5, 6].
Histological studies have shown that microglia/macrophages,
astrocytes, and infiltrated blood-derived products are activated
and/or accumulated near the device; this reactive-tissue
response impedes electrical conduction and releases neurotoxic
factors [7-10]. A number of mechanical factors have been
investigated to reduce the tissue response including device size
[11-13], architecture [14-16], flexibility [17-24], tetheredness
[13, 25], and insertion method [26, 27]. These studies showed
success in the short-term and provided insight to
microelectrode design and use; however, the solution to
seamless chronic recording appears to require an integration of
multiple factors [21, 28, 29].
The most extensively studied device design factor is related
to the substrate of the device [11, 30-33]. Substrate is indeed a
critical design parameter since it serves as a mechanical support
for the electrode sites and insulates the underlying electrical
connections. Substrate determines the extent of injury both in
acute and chronic terms, and thus comparing the biological
response and/or recording functionality across different
substrate designs has been an area of interest. However, site
architecture within a device is equally important as seen from
the studies that investigated depth dependence in the reactive
tissue response and recording/stimulation performance [34-36].
Traditional silicon-substrate arrays (i.e., Michigan Arrays)
have been designed with sites along the center of the plane of
the device; however, it is well described that the reactive tissue
response is lesser near lower surface area regions of implants
[37]. Here, we present a Michigan Array design having sites on
the center, edge and tip of the device, enabling a comparison of
recording performance at various locations on an implanted
device.
A few studies have laid the foundation of the concept of
using edge sites. Seymour et al. demonstrated that a thin lateral
wing attached to the main shaft induces significantly less severe
tissue response than the main shaft [15], and also showed that
sites with more exposed sides can perform better than one-side
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Fig. 1. (A) Device design layouts of wide microelectrodes (GP_1x16_249) and narrow microelectrodes (GP_1x16_132). The sword shaped device is connected to
a flexible polyimide cable for easier targeting of the brain region of interest. (B) An illustrative picture showing bilateral implantation of devices into rat primary
motor cortex (M1).

exposed sites [16]. What is noteworthy, however, is that the
small lateral wings used in these studies can be viewed as a
separate shank, as their thickness and materials were different
from the main shank. A number of studies have showed that
the smaller (or thinner) the size of a shank the better the
performance [11-13]; hence, superior performance of sites on
the lateral wing over the sites on the main shank is reasonable.
However, it is not straightforward whether the performance of
sites placed on the edge of a shank would be different than the
sites placed on the center of the same shank. To our knowledge,
no study has been conducted to evaluate the performance of
edge sites on a single planar shank device.
The objective of this study is to identify the impact of lateral
site placement on the neural recording performance. A
preliminary study of center vs. edge sites with wide devices was
presented in [38], and we further extend the study by
introducing narrow devices as well as quantitatively analyzing
single unit activities over the course of 8 weeks. Histology was
also conducted to assess the hallmarks of biological tissue
response. Our results contribute to the knowledge of
within-device design factors, which are often overlooked in
neural implant performance experiments.

A. Device Configuration
Twenty four custom designed planar silicon microelectrode
arrays (sixteen GP_1x16_249 (249 μm wide) and eight
GP_1x16_132 (132 μm wide) – See Fig. 1 (A) for dimension,
NeuroNexus, Ann Arbor, MI) were used in this study. Devices
were 15 μm thick and approximately 2.2 mm long. Within each
16 channel device, seven sites were on the center, eight sites
were on the edge, and one site was at the tip. The device shank
was connected to a ZIF connector via a flexible polyimide
cable.

were performed under the guidance of the Institutional Purdue
University Animal Care and Use Committee.
Surgeries and electrical measurements follow the same
procedure as described in [38]. Twelve male Long-Evans rats
(300–360g, Charles River, Chicago, IL) were bilaterally
implanted with microelectrodes, one device per hemisphere.
Animals were anesthetized with a mix of ketamine (75–95
mg/kg) and xylazine (5 mg/kg) and their level of anesthesia was
checked with a pulse oximeter and toe pinch tests throughout
the surgery. Supplementary ketamine (20 mg/kg) was
administered as needed to keep the animals sedated. Body
temperature was maintained using a heating pad (Stryker,
Kalamazoo, MI).
All surgical tools and materials were sterile. Once
anesthetized, the animal’s head was shaved and fixed in a
stereotactic frame. The surgical area was wiped with three
alternating washes of betadine and 70% isopropyl alcohol. An
incision was made in the midline and the periosteum was gently
removed. For structural support and electrical ground, five
holes were made using a microdrill (OmniDrill, World
Precision Instruments (WPI), Sarasota, FL) and small titanium
screws (size 0-80) were placed into the holes. A 2 x 2 mm
craniotomy, centered at 2 mm anterior and lateral to the bregma
(M1 region), was made on both hemispheres. Reference and
ground wires of the device were wrapped multiple times around
a titanium screw, and the device shank was glued to the
piezoelectric actuator (Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe,
Germany) using heated polyethylene glycol (PEG) [39]. The
device was inserted into the craniotomy 1.5–1.8 mm deep at 20
mm/s (See Fig. 1 (B)) and saline was applied to release the
actuator. A same type device was implanted in the other
hemisphere. The craniotomy was covered with Gelfoam
(Pfizer, New York, NY) and Kwik-Sil (WPI), followed by
dental acrylic (Lang Dental, Wheeling, IL). Suture was
performed to minimize the wound exposure.

B. Surgical Implantation
The implantation and data collection were completed at
Purdue University. All surgeries and animal experimentation

C. Electrophysiology and Impedance Measurements
Measurements were obtained from freely moving rats inside
a Faraday cage. Measurements were taken daily up to one week

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
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post-implant (WPI) and three times a week thereafter until the
animal was sacrificed. Neural recordings were obtained using a
RZ5 Bioamp Processor (Tucker-Davis Technology (TDT),
Alachua, FL) with an RA16PA Medusa preamplifier (TDT)
sampled at 24415 kHz. Recordings were taken for 10 minutes
per session and raw data were collected and stored using a
custom written Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) script.
Following neural recording, electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) was performed using a PGSTAT128N
Potentiostat (Metrohm Autolab, Utrecht, Netherlands). Three
repeated measurements of 10 Hz – 30 kHz frequency sweeps
were collected. The repeated measurements were averaged at
each of the frequency steps used. Near-frequency points were
interpolated to calculate the 1 kHz impedance magnitude.
D. Post-processing of Electrophysiology Data
Neural signals were band pass filtered at 300 Hz – 3 kHz.
Spikes were detected with an amplitude threshold set at 4 times
the noise level

N

(=median(abs(signal))/0.6745 [40]) and 1.3

ms of waveform snippets were collected. To reject artifacts
appearing as neural spikes, threshold crossing snippets were
discarded if (1) the peak amplitude was greater than 20 times

N

or, (2) a peak occurred simultaneously (within 0.2 ms) on a

distant channel (greater than 150 um apart) with greater than
70% of the peak amplitude. The reasoning behind this
procedure is to mainly remove impulses of movement artifacts
that are generally correlated across the channels [41, 42].
Spikes were sorted in the 3D principal component domain with
scanning k-means clustering method using Offline Sorter V3
(Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX). Sorted units with a firing rate of
greater than 0.5 Hz (i.e., >300 units in the 10 minute recording
session) were identified as single units.
The signal-to-noise amplitude ratio (SNR) of each unit
cluster was calculated as
SNR 

pp ,
2 N

(1)

where pp is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the sorted unit
template. SNR was calculated only on the channels with
identified single units.
E. Statistical Analysis
Using Matlab, paired t-tests were run to identify the
differences between site locations (i.e., center vs. edge, and
lower vs. upper) at a given time point while blocking for
inter-animal variabilities. In addition, an Analysis of
Covariance (ANCOVA) was also conducted to identify the
difference over the time periods of 0–6 days or 0–7 weeks. No
significant interaction effects were observed between any of the
site locations and any times post-implant.
F. Histology
Animals were deeply anesthetized and transcardially
perfused with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and 4%
paraformaldehyde solution (PFA). After perfusion beheading
was conducted using a guillotine and the head was post fixed in
PFA for 24 hours at 4°C. Subsequently, the heads were rinsed

with PBS several time and the brains were carefully extracted,
either explanting the device for conventional histology (100 μm
horizontal sections) or preserving the device in situ for
Device-Capture Histology (DCHist) (400 μm coronal section)
[43]. Brains were sectioned using a vibratome (VT1000S,
Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) and placed in
Hepes-Buffered Hanks Solution (HBHS) containing sodium
azide [43] at 4°C until the immunostaining procedure.
Briefly, tissue slices were incubated in NaBH4 in HBHS (5
mg/ml) for 30 minutes. Tissues were washed 3 times with
HBHS for 5 minutes each and blocked in Wash Solution (1%
v/v goat serum (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 0.3% v/v
Triton-X (Sigma) in HBHS) for 2 hours. Primary antibodies
(1:400 mouse anti-NeuN (MAB377, Millipore), 1:400 chicken
anti-GFAP (AB5541, Millipore), 1:400 rabbit anti-Iba1
(019-19741, Wako Chemicals)) diluted in Wash Solution were
applied to the tissues and allowed to incubate for 48 hours at
4°C. Then, tissues were washed with Wash Solution 6 times for
5 minutes each followed by 6 times for 1 hour each. Secondary
antibodies (1:400 goat raised matching pairs for primaries)
diluted in Wash Solution were applied and allowed to incubate
for 48 hours at 4°C. After rinsing with Wash Solution 6 times
for 5 minutes each and 6 times for 1 hour each, tissues were
incubated in the glycerol-based U2-Scale optical clearing
solution (4 M Urea, 30% v/v Glycerol, 0.1% Triton-X) [44] for
3–4 weeks. U2-Scale was also used as the mounting medium
for fluorescent imaging.
Coverslipped tissue slices were imaged using a laser
scanning confocal microscope (LSM710, Carl Zeiss, Jena,
Germany) and Zen 2010 software (Carl Zeiss). A 10X objective
was used with four laser lines to capture emitted fluorescence at
different wavelengths (488/555/633 nm for immunolabels and
405 nm for reflection of the device). Laser power and gain were
adjusted accordingly for multiple z-stacks.
III. RESULTS
Animals were sacrificed at 2–6 months for end-point
histology after their recordings failed completely. No
mechanical failure (loss of headcap) was observed. Devices
that were broken during the surgery or did not record any
identifiable neural spikes were excluded from the study,
resulting in 8 wide devices (6 animals) and 7 narrow devices (4
animals) for comparison. We have statistically compared the
results of neural recordings and impedance measurements up to
8 weeks (the 7 weeks-post-implant (WPI) bin is from week 7 to
week 8). Although tip sites were included in the design they
were excluded from statistical analyses due to their low
number.
A. Neural Recording
Similar to previously reported literature [2, 4-6, 45], the
quality of neural recordings degraded over time regardless of
the device width and site location. In Fig. 2, unit spikes are
clearly visible in the time domain at 2 days post-implant (DPI)
with higher activity on the edge sites (Channels 9–16) than the
center sites (Channels 1–7). The magnified view shows
synchronized unit spike waveforms recorded across the
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Fig. 2. Representative neural recordings showing degradation of signal quality over time. Recordings from Rat044 at (A) 2 DPI and (B) 48 DPI. In the left panel of
(A) 500 ms high-pass filtered waveforms are presented with a magnified view of a 50 ms interval. The right panel of (A) shows the sorted unit templates (top) and
their representation in the 3D principal component domain (bottom). Channels 1–7 are center sites, 9–16 are edge sites, and 8 is the tip site. The left and right
panels of (B) shows waveform, sorted unit templates, and their principal components for the 48 DPI data, respectively.

Fig. 3. Fraction of active microelectrodes as a function of DPI (left) and WPI (right). The heatmaps (top) show the percent activity of each animal the order of
which is shown in the box on the left. The line graphs (bottom) show the average of the fraction of active electrodes across animals. (A) Wide devices
(GP_1x16_249) and (B) narrow devices (GP_1x16_132). Error bars reflect the standard error of the mean. ANCOVA was run over the duration of the DPI and
WPI, and paired t-tests were run on each DPI and WPI (significance level: * α<0.1, ** α<0.05). Letters in the Rat# indicate right (R) or left (L) hemisphere.

channels adjacent to each other. Two distinct single units
identified on channel 11 are presented on the right showing
well separated clusters in the PC domain. Unit spikes at 48 DPI

are not as clearly visible as 2 DPI, also seen with the decreased
signal amplitude and the decreased number of units after
sorting. The recordings from this rat/device were some of the
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Fig. 4. SNR as a function of DPI (left) and WPI (right). The heatmaps show the average SNR of each animal and the line graphs show the average of the SNR
across animals. (A) Wide devices (GP_1x16_249) and (B) narrow devices (GP_1x16_132). Error bars reflect the standard error of the mean. ANCOVA was run
over the duration of the DPI and WPI, and paired t-tests were run on each DPI and WPI (* α<0.1, ** α<0.05). Letters in the Rat# indicate right (R) or left (L)
hemisphere.

highest quality recordings in this study; many of the devices
failed to record any single units at 48 DPI.
Most of the sites gradually failed to record single units over
time, but the lifetime of each site varied significantly. Fig. 3
depicts the fraction of active microelectrodes, defined as the
fraction of the number of sites that recorded single units at least
once in the given time interval [6], within each DPI and WPI.
This survival fraction provides an overall picture of the
functionality of sites. Single unit activities were consistently
high during the first week and degraded starting from 1 WPI.
However, in almost all of the time points, edge sites had higher
single unit activity than center sites. This was particularly
pronounced on the wide devices. Not all time points were
significantly different (p<0.05) with paired t-tests, but the
difference over the period of 0–6 DPI and 0–7 WPI were both
significantly different (p<0.05) with ANCOVA. Although the
trend of edge sites outperforming center sites still existed with
narrow devices, fewer time points were significantly different
(p<0.05) with paired t-tests, and over the period of 0–6 DPI and
0–7 WPI were both not significantly different (p>0.05) with
ANCOVA. Also, there was no significant difference between

the averages of wide and narrow devices (p>0.05).
The SNR also gradually declined over time (Fig. 4). Note
that SNRs were averaged only across the sites that had single
units and thus the average SNR does not exactly reflect the
trend observed in the fraction of active electrodes. Nevertheless,
the SNR of edge sites were significantly greater than center
sites on the wide devices at 0–6 DPI (p<0.05). As not many
single units were recorded from center sites during 2–7 WPI,
the comparison at 0–7 WPI was not statistically significant
(p>0.05). Narrow device showed a similar trend that edge sites
were generally better than center sites, but the differences at
0–6 DPI and 0–7 WPI were not statistically significant
(p>0.05).
Noise levels generally increased up to 2–3 WPI and slightly
decreased in the later time points (Fig. 5). For both wide and
narrow devices, the day of implantation (0 DPI) was not the day
with the lowest noise level. Noise levels decreased for the first
1–2 DPI and then started to rise. The difference between center
and edge sites were minimal and consistent over time for both
wide and narrow devices. On the wide devices, no statistically
significant differences were observed (p>0.05) with center vs.
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Fig. 5. Noise level as a function of DPI (left) and WPI (right). The heatmaps show the average noise level of each animal and the line graphs show the average of
the noise level across animals. (A) Wide devices (GP_1x16_249) and (B) narrow device (GP_1x16_132). Error bars reflect the standard error of the mean.
ANCOVA was run over the duration of the DPI and WPI, and paired t-tests were run on each DPI and WPI (* α<0.1, ** α<0.05). Letters in the Rat# indicate right
(R) or left (L) hemisphere.

Fig. 6. Average 1 kHz impedance magnitude as a function of WPI. (A) Wide devices (GP_1x16_249), and (B) narrow devices (GP_1x16_132). Error bars reflect
the standard error of the mean. Paired t-tests were run on each WPI, but no statistically significant differences were found.

edge sites at any given time points. On the narrow devices, edge
sites generally had higher noise level than center sites. The

difference was statistically significant (p<0.05) at 1 DPI, but no
other significant differences were found to support the
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Fig. 7. DCHist images of thick coronal sections from Rat039L implanted with a wide device (GP_1x16_249) for 6 months. Images are from approximately 50 μm
into the z-axis of the coronal slice. Reflectance of the device shows its location and angle. Orthogonal views are presented next to the reflectance image. Scale bar
is 100 μm.

consistency of this observation. Also, comparisons between
center and edge sites over the entire DPI or WPI were also
revealed to be not statistically significant for both devices.
Interestingly, the difference in the average noise level of
narrow devices were significantly higher than wide devices
(p<0.05).
Generally, there were two phases in the change of the
recording quality. As shown in Figs. 3–5, the fraction of active
electrodes, SNR, and noise level mostly exhibited different
behavior in the 0–5 days of the recovery phase compared with
the consolidation phase (1–7 weeks). The signal degradation in
the consolidation phase occurred abruptly; nearly 70% of the
sites actively recording single units in the first week (0 WPI)
failed to continue recording in the second week (1 WPI). At 7
WPI, almost all sites on wide devices lost their functionality,
and only a small fraction of sites on narrow devices remained
functional. Degradation of SNR did not look to be as dramatic
as the degradation of fraction of active electrodes, partly due to
the lower limit of SNR being bounded by the set threshold for
spike detection (SNR of 2).
B. Impedance
Impedance spectroscopy enables a rough estimation of the
state of the device-tissue interface [46-48]. The magnitude of
the 1 kHz impedance is of considerable interest since this is the
fundamental frequency of most action potentials. Our results
showed that the 1 kHz impedance generally increased during
the first few WPI and then slightly decreased or plateaued
afterwards (Fig. 6). ANCOVA revealed that the center vs. edge
site 1 kHz impedance data were not significantly different for
wide devices (p>0.05), but significantly different for narrow
devices (p<0.05). The difference between center and edge sites
on both wide and narrow devices closely followed the trend

observed with noise level. Similar to noise level, the difference
in impedance between the average of wide and narrow devices
was also statistically significant (p<0.05).
C. Histology
Both DCHist and conventional histology were conducted
with three labels staining for microglia/macrophages (Iba1),
astrocytes (GFAP), and neuronal nuclei (NeuN). DCHist
demonstrates the gross tissue response to the implanted device
along the columnar layers (Fig. 7). Reflectance of the device
shows that the device was situated approximately 1.5–1.8 mm
down the cortical surface and the majority of sites were located
600–1000 μm, which corresponds to layers IV and V of the rat
primary motor cortex [49]. The focal plane of this image is on
the tapered tip of the shank; microglial and astrocytic densities
are shown to be most intense around that area. The population
of neuronal nuclei looked to be less dense around the tapered
area, but an accurate interpretation was difficult due to the
angle of the device shadowing the tissues beneath it. Due to the
limited depth of antibody penetration, GFAP and NeuN were
no longer visible after 70–100 μm into the section, whereas
Iba1 maintained its intensity up to 200–250 μm (data not
shown), as previously reported [43].
To complement the DCHist approach we used horizontal
section conventional histology for some animals. This
approach is limited to a single depth; however, it provides a
good representation of the cross-sectional view around the
device. Horizontal slice images of Rat049 (Fig. 8 (A);
implanted with a narrow device) shows that at 2 months glial
cells were highly activated around the device; however, there
was not much neuronal loss near the astroglial sheath. By
contrast, images from Rat038 (Fig. 8 (B); implanted with a
wide device) shows that at 6 months astroglial sheath looked to
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Fig. 8. Histology images of horizontal sections from rats implanted with (B) a narrow device (GP_1x16_132) for 2 months, and (A) a wide device (GP_1x16_249)
for 6 months. Sections were taken from approximately 1100 μm deep from the cortical surface. Scale bars are 100 μm. White dashed rectangles represent
respective devices. (C) A finite element modeling (FEM) image from [53] showing relative concentration of MCP-1 and TNF-α surrounding an implanted device
(Adapted from [53] with permission.). Rectangles depict center and edge sites surrounded by different concentrations of pro-inflammatory cytokines.

be stabilized without much glial activation; however, there was
a neuronal void of 30–40 μm from the sheath. The size of the
wide device indicate that the hole of Rat038 was stretched to
the sides while the device was residing in the brain, but shrunk
upon extraction. The narrow device of Rat049 did not look to
cause serious deformation upon extraction.
IV. DISCUSSION
As reported by a number of studies, device-tissue interfaces
established with current technologies are highly variable in
nature [2, 5, 6, 48, 50]. Often it is hard to find a meaningful
conclusion as the inter-animal variability can overshadow the
effect of treatments. In this study, center vs. edge sites were
compared within the same device, successfully blocking the
inter-animal variability. This greatly increased the consistency
and statistical power. We found that edge sites were almost
always better than center sites at any given time point.
Single unit activities of edge sites were significantly greater
than center sites on wide devices over the course of 8 weeks.
The SNR was also significantly greater in the first week (0–6
DPI), but not in the overall 8 weeks (0–7 WPI), presumably
because the number of single units decreased and the average
SNR lost its statistical power. Interestingly, the difference in
the SNR was not due to significant differences in the noise
level. These differences in center vs. edge sites were also
observed from narrow devices, but with a smaller degree. These
results suggest that decreasing the shank width, effectively
moving the sites toward the edges will result in overall device
performance improvements. Center vs. edge sites on the narrow
devices did not show any statistically significant differences in
the fraction of active electrodes, SNR, and noise level. As seen
in Fig. 3 (B), however, the trend of edge sites outperforming
center sites seen from the wide devices still existed.

The noise level and impedance were tightly correlated to
each other. The difference between center and edge sites seen in
Fig. 5 was also observed in Fig. 6. Unlike single unit-related
measures, these measurements did not fluctuate much as they
do not depend on the status of neurons. Although noise levels
increased and single unit activities decreased over time, it was
difficult to conclude if noise level increase was the dominant
cause of signal loss. Sites with single unit activities in the
chronic phase (4–7 WPI) had similar noise levels compared to
sites with no single unit activities. It is likely that the loss of
identifiable single units is dictated by nearby neuronal activity
(i.e., signal source) rather than the glial encapsulation itself
(i.e., electrical conduction), although there may be a possible
indirect role of activated glial cells initiating the
neuroinflammation cascade and subsequent neural death [10].
We observed that narrow devices had significantly higher noise
level and impedance than wide devices, but these did not make
a large impact on the single unit recording functionality. Wide
and narrow devices were not significantly different in the
fraction of active electrodes and the SNR. Narrow devices even
slightly outperformed wide devices in terms of the fraction of
active electrodes and this coincides with the size theory [11-13]
that smaller devices are preferable.
Tip sites were initially designed to mimic microwires which
have electrode contacts at the tip. Unfortunately, unit activities
of the tip sites on the silicon devices in this study were difficult
to quantitatively analyze due to the low number of samples (i.e.,
only one out of 16 sites on each device). Also, tip sites were
located at least 500 μm below the other sites and resided in a
different cortical layer (or even subcortical), which prevents a
fair comparison. Regardless, a brief evaluation of tip sites on
the wide devices was conducted in [38] with quantitative
analysis on the magnitude of 1 kHz impedance. Tip sites had
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significantly lower impedance than center and edge sites on
wide devices. On narrow devices, however, tip sites had similar
impedance to edge sites and were not statistically different from
either center or edge (data not shown). From this inconsistency,
we do not believe that site location significantly affects the
impedance of these devices. Surface area was also not a critical
factor in this case as tip sites had very similar surface area
compared to the other sites (i.e., 946 μm compared to 900 μm).
Rather, the impedance of the site-tissue integration after
implantation more likely caused the difference.
We took a very conservative approach of defining a single
unit activity with an aggressive removal of synchronous
artifacts across the channels and equipment induced noise.
Channels with abnormal activities were omitted from the
recording session. Moreover, minimizing the false positives
was our primary concern and the threshold for a single unit
activity was set to 0.5 Hz. This effectively removed false
positive errors but could have allowed miss detections, thereby
making the recording capacity seem lower than those appear in
other chronic recording studies. It is also worth mentioning that
spike sorting was performed in a conventional way using
amplitude thresholding and scanning k-means clustering in the
principal component domain. The detectability of single units
can improve with advanced de-noising and spike sorting
algorithms incorporating statistical signal processing and
machine learning techniques [40-42, 51, 52]. Especially with
the use of spatial correlation exploiting the structural layout of
the sites the SNR can be greatly improved. These techniques
were not employed in this study as the scope is to evaluate the
performance of each site location independently.
The fact that edge sites outperformed center sites from 0 DPI
suggests that edge sites have better detectability than center
sites. Edge sites have one open side, whereas center sites are
fully surrounded by the substrate. This geometrical
configuration would grant edge sites better accessibility to
neurons, especially to those on the sides of the plane. Histology
provides a reasonable explanation of the longevity of
recordings over a chronic period. Activated astrocytes and
microglia are more likely to adhere to the surface of the planar
shank rather than the edges (see Fig. 8 (A) and [37, 53]).
Although qualitative, this “football” shaped glial cell
accumulation
also
reflects
the
concentration
of
pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, as modeled by
Skousen et al. (Fig. 8 (C) [53]). This illustrates that the
concentration of these molecules is presumed to be higher
surrounding center sites.
Probes used in this study were relatively larger than most of
the commercially available planar silicon probes. The main
purpose of using larger probes in this study was to identify the
effect of site location. With the wide device, we observed a
significant benefit of recording from edge sites over center sites.
This benefit was obscured by the variability of the recording
with the narrow device, but the trend still existed supporting
that the edge sites outperform center sites in a consistent
manner. Although it has been well established that smaller
devices induce less biological response [12, 13], small devices
are not always the preferred choice considering the trade-off

between a device’s sensitivity and resolution. Moreover, there
can be a need for large devices for purposes other than electrical
recording, such as for microdialysis [54], microfluidic drug
delivery [55], or optical stimulation [56]. Miniaturization of
these devices are on the way but these are normally larger than
a recording device alone. Taking these together, identifying the
most efficient site location is a critical task prior to designing
various types of novel intracortical microelectrodes.
Despite the fact that edge sites were superior to center sites,
all of the sites eventually exhibited signal degradation. Fig. 8
(A) shows that after 6 months the tissue response was uniform
along the perimeter and neurons were absent in a significant
area around the device. Edge sites may have had better contact
with neurons than center sites in the acute phase, but it did not
prevent them from losing the functionality in the long-term. As
the solution to maintaining the functionality of neural implants
for a prolonged time is likely to be multifactorial [29],
modifying site architecture alone may not sufficiently solve the
problem. However, the site architecture approach can be a
valuable contribution towards building a complex multimodal
solution, which will likely require combining multiple device
design approaches and biochemical approaches together.
V. CONCLUSION
We have compared the chronic recording functionality of
sites located on the center and edge of planar silicon
microelectrode arrays. Wide and narrow devices were used to
identify the impact of separation distance on the
electrophysiological performance. Edge sites on the wide
devices significantly outperformed center sites in terms of
single unit recording capability. Edge sites on the narrow
devices generally outperformed center sites but the difference
was not statistically significant. Histology images in this study
and previous studies infer that these results are potentially
attributed to edge sites undergoing less severe inflammatory
response to center sites. Our finding suggests that site
architecture within a device is an important factor and must not
be overlooked when designing novel microelectrodes.
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